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LABOURupdate
the way forward

 THE “DEEMING PROVISION” REVISITED WITH TONGUE-IN-CHEEK FLARE

SELF-ADMIRATION, ADOPTION, MISDIRECTION 
& CONFUSION – SECTION 198A (3)(B) REDEEMED

The various interpretations, afforded to the “Deeming 

Provision” contained in s198A(3)(b) of the Labour 

Relations Act 66 of 1995 (LRA), have been hotly 

debated by employment law and human resources 

practitioners since the amendments to the LRA came 

into effect on 1 January 2015 and 1 April 2015. 
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Section 198A (3)(b) has been 
shrouded in confusion and 
uncertainty for a long time. 
However, a recent Labour 
Appeal Court decision handed 
down on 10 July 2017 reported 
as NUMSA v Assign Services 
and Others LAC Case No: 
JA96/16 has been hailed as the 
guiding light through its correct 
interpretation of this contentious 
provision.

We recount the redeeming 
of the “deeming provision” 
from the hell of uncertainty 
and confusion, through to its 
restoration of clarity. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE 
DEEMING PROVISION

Section 198A (3)(b) of the LRA 
provides that an employee 
of Temporary Employment 
Services not performing a 
temporary service (as defined) 
for the client: 

“(i) is deemed to be the 
employee of that client and 
the client is deemed to be 
the employer; and 
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(ii) subject to the provisions 
of s198B, employed on an 
indefinite basis by the client.”

Temporary Employment 
Services (“TES”), better known 
in the employment spectrum as 
Labour Brokers, are mandated 
by Companies to supply labour 
at competitive rates. TES are 
responsible to place temporary 
employees at the disposal of 
their clients. The controversial 
question is: Who becomes the 
employer of the placed workers 
once the three month period 
referred to in s198 A(3)(b) of the 
LRA kicks in?

In the article by Professor Hugo 
Pienaar et al, “Ruling on the 
Deeming Provision – CCMA 
Ruling on the Interpretation 
of the Deeming Provision in 
Section 198A of the Labour 
Relations Act” Employment Alert 
(July 1, 2015) DLA Cliffe Dekker 
Hofmeyr, 1-2, the learned 
author tries to make sense of 
the confusion, and coins distinct 
phrases in an attempt to simplify 
the situation. According to the 
learned Author, interpretation 
of the controversial “deeming 
provision” translates into just two 
approaches: the Sole Employer 
Approach and the Dual 
Employment Approach. 

The Sole Employer Approach: 
Temporary Employment 
Services (“TES”) employees, who 
are not performing temporary 
services for the client of the TES, 
become the employees of the 
client and the client becomes 
the only employer of the TES 
employees. This approach 
suggests that the employees 
are transferred to the client and 
that the TES is removed from the 
employment relationship.

Dual Employment Approach: 
the Deeming Provision, read 

together with Section 198(4) and 198(4A) of the LRA, creates a 
dual employment relationship (for the purposes of instituting legal 
proceedings and executing same in certain instances only) and 
the employees therefore have two employers in this regard, the TES 
and the client.

VALUE LOGISTICS CASE

Referral has been made, by learned authors, to Refilwe Esau 
Mphirime // Value Logistics Ltd / BDM Staffing (Pty) Ltd BC Case 
Reference Number FSRBFBC34922 - Suria van Wyk, Commissioner 
(“Value Logistics Case”) where the two approaches referred to 
supra were placed at the forefront of the National Bargaining 
Council for the Road Freight and Logistics Industry (“NBCRFLI”) to 
establish the identity of ‘the true employer’ of the TES employees.

The presiding Commissioner acting under the auspices of the 
NBCRFLI ruled that employees, who are not performing temporary 
services for the client of the TES, become the employees of the 
client only and any claim brought by the employees in terms of the 
LRA must be brought against the client. The Commissioner in Value 
Logistics did not prefer the Sole Employer Approach or the Dual 
Employment Approach.

The Ruling in Value Logistics is subject to sufficient scrutiny, by learned 
authors, due to the fact that it suggests that the TES is removed 
from the employment relationship, which inter alia infringes the 
TES’s constitutional right to choose their profession freely. The Value 
Logistics Ruling is incorrect.
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THE ASSIGN SERVICES CASES – THE JOURNEY OUT OF 
CONFUSION 

THE CCMA DECISION – “SELF-ADMIRATION, ADOPTION 
AND CONFUSION”

Assign Service (Pty) Ltd v Krost Services and Racking (Pty) Ltd and 
another (ECEL1652-15)

The Commissioner had engaged in a strange practice of self-
admiration throughout the course of the Judgment, taking much 
pride in the self-proclaimed quality of his Judgment, which was 
later denounced by many learned authors, and most recently, the 
unanimous decision from the bench of the Labour Appeal Court.

The Commissioner interpreted the deeming provision contained in 
s198A (3)(b) of the LRA to mean that the client becomes the sole 
employer of the placed TES employees for purposes of the LRA, 
provided that they earn below the earnings threshold determined 
pursuant to s6 of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act 75 of 1997 
(currently R205 433.30 per annum) and they have been placed with 
the client for longer than 3 months. The Commissioner was satisfied 
that his interpretation would be providing greater protection to the 
vulnerable class of employees identified by s198A(3)(b). 

Frighteningly and with eyebrow-raising, tongue in cheek, flare only 
he seemed capable of; the Commissioner likened the relationship 
between the Client (Krost) and the TES employees to how the law 
deals with adoption. The Commissioner engenders the belief that 
a legal fiction is created in the same way that adoptive parents 
assume the parental responsibilities of their adopted child. The 
Commissioner found that Section 198A (3)(b) should be interpreted 
such that “deemed” means that the client becomes the sole 
employer of the placed workers for the purposes of the LRA, a 
position likened to that of an adoptive parent, provided that they 
earn below the threshold and that the three months period referred 
to supra elapsed.  

Professor Hugo Pienaar has stressed the severe impact of the 
CCMA’s interpretation:- 

“…once a client of a TES is deemed to be the sole employer of 
TES employees, those deemed employees must, for example, 
be included in any retrenchment procedure that the client 
may embark upon, be provided with terms and conditions of 
employment, by the client, that are no less favourable to those 
enjoyed by comparable indefinite employees of the client, will 
remain the employees of the client after the termination of the 
commercial agreement between the TES and the client and 
can institute any employment-related disputes against the client 
without having  to join the TES to those proceedings.”

According to another esteemed author, Kirsten Caddy, the impact 
of the CCMA’s interpretation is further elucidated:

- once a client of a TES is deemed to be the sole employer of 
TES employees, those deemed employees must, for example, 
be included in any retrenchment procedure that the client may 
embark upon;

- employees must be 
provided with terms and 
conditions of employment, 
by the client, that is no less 
favourable to those enjoyed 
by comparable indefinite 
employees of the client;

- said employees will remain 
the employees of the client 
after the termination of the 
commercial agreement 
between the TES and the 
client and can institute 
any employment-related 
disputes against the client 
without having to join the TES 
to those proceedings.

Accordingly, many authors and 
jurists have predicted the Assign 
Service Award being taken on 
review to the Labour Court, 
indicating that this was probably 
not the end of the “sole” versus 
“dual” employer debate.

THE LABOUR 
COURT DECISION – 

“MISDIRECTION”

Assign Services sought to 
review the award of the 
Commissioner on the basis that 
the Commissioner committed 
a material error of law and 
a gross irregularity; that the 
award is unreasonable, and 
on the grounds of unlawfulness 
in that the material error of 
law in interpreting s198A(3)(b) 
by the Commissioner infringed 
s3(1) of the Constitution of the 
Republic of South Africa which 
guarantees the right to lawful, 
reasonable and procedurally 
fair administrative action that 
suffuses s145(2) of the LRA.

The Labour Court decided 
to neither substitute nor 
refer the award back to the 
CCMA because it was of the 
view that the dispute before 
it was academic and the 
Commissioner ought to have 
declined to entertain the matter.
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The Labour Court raised a further point to the effect that all workers 
placed with Krost (the Client) by Assign (the TES) should have been 
joined in the matter in order to give them an opportunity to be 
heard. This fact alone, the Labour Court held, constituted a ground 
for reviewing and setting aside of the Commissioner’s award.

THE APPEAL – “CLARITY”

The Casual Workers Advice Office (CWAO) applied and was 
admitted as first Amicus curiae in terms of Rule 7(1) of the Rules 
for the Conduct of Proceedings in the Labour Court. Similarly the 
Confederation of Associations in Private Employment (CAPES) also 
applied and was admitted as second Amicus curiae.  

It was swiftly concluded by Tlaletsi DJP, on Appeal, that:-

“Section 198A (3)(b) was introduced to protect the vulnerable 
employees from being abused by Temporary Employment 
Services (“TES”) and such protection was extended to other 
subsections of Section 198A. The protection against unfair 
dismissal and unfair discrimination in the context of s198A of the 
LRA should not be interpreted to support the contention that 
the deemed employees are employed by both the TES and 
the client. The protection is a measure to ensure that these 
employees are not treated differently from the employees 
employed directly by the client. The purpose of these protections 
in the context of s198A is to ensure that the deemed employees 
are fully integrated into the enterprise as employees of the 
client. The sole employer interpretation does not ban the TES. Its 
purpose is to restrict the TES to genuine temporary employment. 
The TES remains the employer of the placed employee until 
the employee is deemed the employee of the client. The plain 
language of s198A (3)(b) of the LRA interpreted in context 
unambiguously supports the sole employer interpretation and is 
in line with the purpose of the amendment, the primary object 
of the LRA and protects the rights of placed workers”

The Labour Court had misdirected itself in its interpretation of s198A 
(3)(b) of the LRA. On both tests the award of the Commissioner was 

not susceptible to review. The 
outcome was reasonable and a 
correct one. The Commissioner 
likened the adoption scenario 
to s198A (3)(b). The Appeal 
found that the comparison 
was an incorrect one. The 
Appeal Court accepted Assign 
Services’ argument, that s 242 
of the Children’s Act expressly 
provides that an adoption 
order serves to terminate all 
parental responsibilities and 
rights of the natural parents and 
confer them on the adoptive 
parents. This was, in the view of 
the learned Judge, a process 
related error in the reasoning 
of the Commissioner, which is 
immaterial and does not have a 
bearing on the outcome of the 
award.

The Labour Court Order was 
set aside, and replaced with 
the Order that “the Review 
Application is dismissed”.

CONCLUSION

The Sole Employer Approach 
was unanimously and 
unambiguously preferred by 
the Appeal Court Bench. The 
TES remains the employer of 
the placed employee until 
the employee is deemed the 
employee of the client. Clarity 
resumes.

Hemanth Haricharan


